Characterization of a mini-multileaf collimator in a proton beamline.
A mini-multileaf collimator (MMLC) was mounted as a field shaping collimator in a proton beamline at the Massachusetts General Hospital. The purpose is to evaluate the device's dosimetric and mechanical properties for the use in a proton beamline. For this evaluation, the authors compared MMLC and brass aperture shaped dose distributions with regard to lateral and depth dose properties. The lateral fall off is generally broader with the MMLC, with difference varying with proton range from 0.2 to 1.2 mm. Central axis depth dose curves did not show a difference in peak-to-entrance ratio, peak width, distal fall off, or range. Two-dimensional dose distributions to investigate the conformity of MMLC shaped doses show that the physical leaf width of approximately 2.5 mm does not have a significant impact. All differences seen in dose distribution shaped by the MMLC versus brass apertures were shown to be clinically insignificant. Measured neutron doses of 0.03-0.13 mSv/Gy for a closed brass beam block (depending on range) are very low compared to the previously published data. Irradiation of the tungsten MMLC, however, produced 1.5-1.8 times more neutrons than brass apertures. Exposure of the staff resulting from activation of the device is below regulatory limits. The measurements established an equivalency between aperture and MMLC shaped dose distributions.